I. INTRODUCTION
The widespread use of location detection devices (RFID, GPS etc.) has enabled the creation of complex tracking and situational awareness systems which continuously monitor the position of moving objects of interest and can thus provide complex services to their end users. Example applications include security monitoring, vehicle tracking, traffic management, etc. In a typical surveillance system architecture (see figure 1 ) the set of monitored objects continuously report their position to the data collection device using data packets containing their identifier, current location and timestamp. These data packets are combined into a single spatiotemporal stream that is forwarded to a centralized server for query processing. The system users register their queries to the server and continuously receive the result based on the changing state of the data [1] .
The described streaming architecture differs from the static spatiotemporal archives like [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] in two major aspects. First, the continuous nature of the streaming data requires real time processing using relatively simple data structures for indexing as opposed to a static archive where data has already been stored and organized in a way efficient for query evaluation. Second, in the streaming environment the query evaluation is a continuous process. Unlike the typical snapshot queries over the static archives that are evaluated only once, continuous queries require a continuous reevaluation since results become obsolete and invalid as information about the monitored objects changes.
Recent research in continuous spatial query processing has been focused mainly on single predicate queries, where the predicate is a Range [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] or a Nearest Neighbor [10] , [11] , [12] . In this paper we focus on the continuous evaluation of "motion pattern" (i.e. CMP) queries. Here a single query is expressed with multiple predicates, correlated over time. It should be noted that the evaluation of CMP queries is different from the processing of many but uncorrelated (i.e., independent) single predicate queries [9] , [13] , [12] . There the focus is on enabling shared execution for several independent queries, all of which are of the same type (range, NN) and each has a single predicate. Single-predicate, queries ignore the temporal dimension of the streaming data, and thus focus only in the current state of the stream (the location of the objects in the current time instance). Recently, [14] presents challenges in optimizing multiple single-predicate queries where range and NN types can co-exist (i.e., many single range queries and many single NN queries), but again there is no temporal constraint, thus the query evaluation considers only the current location of the objects.
We argue that since the data produced by the monitored moving objects is "trajectorial" in nature, users of these surveillance and tracking systems should also be able to query the "behavior" of the moving objects over time. CMP queries offer a natural way to capture moving object behavior using multiple and correlated spatial predicates ordered by relative temporal constraints. By correlated we mean that these predicates should be evaluated as a whole on each moving object trajectory. That is, a moving object satisfies the query if its trajectory satisfies the sequence of predicates in the appropriate temporal order. Consider for instance a criminal offenders monitoring application (like tracNET24 [15] or ExacuTrack [16] ) which tracks the movement of law offenders (through special wearable GPS devices) inside a given area, and alerts the correctional officers for any suspicious or illegal behavior. The suspicious behavior can be defined as a CMP query like: "Continuously report objects that did pass through all five bank offices in any order in the area, and have been in areas not covered with surveillance cameras for more than 20 minutes in the last half an hour". In this example, the object behavior is captured by the sequence of spatial (range) predicates ordered by time, where the temporal predicates are relative to the ever increasing current time. This type of query cannot be answered with processing methods focused only on the current state of the stream; rather, we need to maintain and query appropriate past states (the history) of the spatiotemporal stream.
Motion pattern queries [17] have been well studied for static spatiotemporal archives (i.e., when all data is known in advance, and the query is evaluated once). To the best of our knowledge there is no work for this problem in the streaming environment where the query result has to be constantly reevaluated. A trivial solution involves repetitive execution of the static algorithms described in [17] , i.e. every time when the result becomes obsolete it has to be recomputed. This would be very expensive and inefficient since in a typical streaming environment location updates are very frequent.
The predominant approach for effective evaluation of continuous queries is by incremental processing [11] , [12] . This strategy implies that the query processor utilizes as much as possible the current intermediate results and data structures in the successive iterations of the evaluation algorithm. The query result can be kept persistent during consecutive iterations by applying positive and negative updates on it.
In this paper we first present a novel indexing scheme for answering CMP queries on spatiotemporal streams. Using this indexing structure we propose an efficient framework for incremental evaluation of a wide range of CMP queries. The effectiveness of our algorithms is revealed through an extensive experimental evaluation. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights related work on continuous spatiotemporal queries while section 3 provides the formal definition of the problem. Our indexing scheme is introduced in section 4. Section 5 presents our evaluation framework, and Section 6 presents the experimental study for the performance of the proposed algorithms.
II. RELATED WORK
With the exception of [17] which presents a set of algorithms for pattern query evaluation in a static environment, all previous related work on spatiotemporal pattern queries deals only with modeling and language issues. [18] , [19] proposes using spatiotemporal patterns as a systematic and scalable query mechanism to characterize complex object behaviors in space and time; nevertheless no query evaluation strategy is proposed. Similarly [20] presents a powerful query language able to describe complex pattern queries using a combination of logical functions and quantifiers. This language however is of declarative nature, and cannot be used the query optimization. Pattern queries have recently attracted interest for a numerical (i.e no trajectory) data in a relational DBMS.
Related to our research is also the work done on continuously querying spatiotemporal streams. Various indexing structures have been proposed in the past as well as multiple algorithms utilizing these structures to answer mainly NN and range queries. They all fall in three basic categories: (i) methods using grids, (ii) methods utilizing tree structures, and, (iii) methods using "safe" regions.
Many of the proposed indexing structures [8] , [13] use a simple grid to index the location of the objects inside the spatiotemporal stream. Every cell inside the grid structure keeps a list with the objects whose location is within the boundaries of this cell. Multiple algorithms have been proposed to solve single range [8] , [9] . and NN predicates [10] , [13] . using this simple grid structure in distributed and centralized environments. Given its straightforward maintenance, a grid structure can handle very effectively issues like frequent updates, high arrival rates, and the continuous nature of the data, which are critical in a streaming environment. Unfortunately, because of its simplicity this structure cannot capture the temporal characteristics of the data, and can be used only for a queries focused on the current state of the stream. Thus it cannot be used directly to evaluate continuous motion pattern queries.
Methods using tree structures are either B+-tree based [21] , [22] or R-tree based [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] . The main objective here is to improve the index update performance. In [23] the amortized update cost is reduced by avoiding updates for objects that do not move outside their MBRs. [24] generalized this technique through a bottom -up update strategy. [21] propose instead the linearization of the moving object location representation by using space filling curves [29] . Then B+ trees can be used, which have better update characteristics than R-trees.
The last group [6] , [30] of query evaluation methods for spatiotemporal streams avoids the expensive maintenance of index structures over the streaming data. Instead, they introduce the notion of safe regions, created either around the moving object [6] or around the query [30] . If the object does not leave its safe region no further query processing is required. Similarly in [30] [18] . However instead of absolute time constraints we use relative ones; in a streaming environment absolute time constraints as defined in [18] do not apply since their result never changes. A relative time constraint uses the current time instance as a reference point. (e.g.. "between 40 and 50 minutes ago"). As time advances, the value of the current timestamp changes, forcing the relative time constraint slide along the temporal axis.
More formally a CMP query Q is expressed as a sequence of (arbitrary number) n spatiotemporal predicates: We allow a very general class of spatial predicates to participate in a CMP query. A spatial predicate Qi is described through a spatial object soi (where soi represents point or region), and can be either binary or numerical. Spatial objects so are assumed to be spatially-stationary objects. Let CBP (respectively CNP) denote the set of all binary (respectively, numerical) predicates.
Binary spatial predicate: A predicate Qi C CBP maps a combination between a moving object oj and the spatial object soi defined in this predicate to a Boolean value TB {true, false}. That is Qi _ oj x soi --> B.
An example of a binary predicate is the predicate Inside.
that checks whether the moving object oj is inside region soi and returns true if the object is indeed inside the area and false otherwise. Range predicates belong to CBP as well. In analogy:
Numerical spatial predicate: A predicate Qi C CNP maps the combination of moving object oj and spatial object soi to a real value. That is oj x soi &> R A numerical spatial predicate example is the function min distance which returns the minimal distance between the moving object oj and spatial object soi (which can be a point or a region).
For both binary and numerical predicates the mapping is done through a score function f(Qi, TR(oj, Ti), Ti). Given a single spatial predicate Qi, its relative time constraint Ti, quantifier Ti, and a moving object oj in a spatiotemporal stream S, f is a score function if f(Qi,TR(oj,Ti),'T ) = c where c C R for a numerical spatial predicate or c TB for a binary spatial predicate. Given a pattern query Q and a stream S our goal is to find the moving objects oj C S which satisfy the query Q.
If the query Q contains binary predicates CBP we have to find all objects oj which satisfy all binary predicates (i.e.
vQi C CBP -> f(Qi, TR(oj, Ti), Ti) = true). The binary predicates are aggregated using the operator n (AND). If the query Q contains numerical predicates CNP, their scores on object oj are aggregated using a summation to produce an object numerical score ,j.
To determine if an object oj satisfies the CNP predicates of query Q its numerical score has to be mapped to a binary value. This is done by the 9 operator defined in the query Q.
An example of 9 operator can be the simple check function "< 4". In this example 9 will return true for all objects oj that have a sum of the numerical scoring functions less or equal than 4 (i.e., ,uj < 4). It is also possible to use more sophisticated 0 operators like min or max. In the first case the operator will return true only for the object which has the smallest numerical score ,uj. In analogy (9 _ manx will return true only for the object with the highest numerical score. To summarize, in order to check if an object o4 satisfies Q we 
IV. INDEX STRUCTURE
Given that incremental processing has been shown to be the most efficient approach for continuous query evaluation, we need an appropriate spatiotemporal indexing structure that can accommodate positive and negative updates. Such structure should answer efficiently questions of the type "given area A, provide all objects that are not in A at the previous time instant but appear in A at the current instant" (a positive update), or, "provide all objects that do not appear in A in the current time instant but were in A at the previous one" (a negative update).
Generating Hence we utilize a uniform grid structure to discretize the spatial domain. This grid is combined with two temporal axes ("from" and "to") to form a d + 2 dimensional index space (where d is the number of dimensions in the spatial domain).
In particular, for every time period (tfrom; tto) during which an object oj was inside grid cell gi we place a d + 2 index point Ii inside the index space. The projected coordinate of Ii on the temporal "from" axis is tffrom, and on the "to" axis is tto. Ii keeps the period during which object oj was within cell gi, and points to a secondary storage (disk page) where the actual (raw) object movement data for the specified time period and the specified grid cell are stored. Hence, an index point carries a tuple Ii = (oj, gi, tfrom, tto, p), where oj is an object in the stream S, gi is the grid cell that contains object oj (i.e., A (gi, TRoj ) = true for Vt C (tfrom ... t40)) and p is a pointer pointing to a place in secondary storage which stores the sequence of pairs { (11, t ,..., n1, t) }, where 1i C gi, and ti C (tfrom. * I II tto) -As a result, an object trajectory can be abstracted as a "sequence of index points" in the indexing space. Figure 3 shows a 1-dimensional trajectory which stays within grid cell 1 during interval (0; ti); it then stays inside grid cell 2 from t, to t2, and finally moves inside grid cell 3. Figure 4 depicts the 3-dimensional indexing space for this example. We now describe how the above indexing structure leads to effective incremental evaluation of continuous queries. To simplify the discussion we ignore the spatial axes in this indexing space, and focus only on the plane formed by the two temporal axes i.e., the "from" and "to" axes. Figure 5 shows the projection of the index points of figure 4 on the time axes. A trivial observation is that the projections of all index points Ii will be placed above the dashed line on figure   5 which lies on the diagonal between the two temporal axes (this is because the timestamp when an object leaves a grid cell is larger than the timestamp when the object enters a grid cell e.g. VIi -> Ii.tfrom < I.itto). (tstart; tend) (e.g. all objects which enter some grid cell) we need to locate all index points Ii such that: (tstart < Ii.tfrom < tend) 0 (-Iitto > tend)). These are the index points which reside inside region 1 in figure 5 . Similarly, for the negative updates we need the index points Ii such that:
(Ii.tfrom < tend) 0 (tstart < Ii.tto < tend)). These are the index points inside region 2 in figure 5. Region 3 contains objects which were inside the given grid cell during the whole time period (VIi > (Ii.tfrom < tstart)O (tend < Ii.tto))), and region 4 contains objects which moved in and then moved out of some grid cell gi during the time period. As a result, the process of finding objects which change their location and move to another grid cell is equivalent to issuing a range query in the indexing space which retrieves the indexing points in the appropriate partition. Such range queries can be efficiently resolved with a spatial index (a grid, an R tree or kdb tree) build on top of the index space.
V. CMP QUERY EVALUATION
We proceed with the evaluation algorithms for answering CMP queries assuming that we have a spatiotemporal stream S and the indexing described in the previous section. First we discuss the basic components of the framework, and then continue with the evaluation algorithms for binary predicates CBP and numerical predicates CNP. a b Fig. 7 . Query object snapping.
A. General Framework
As depicted in Figure 6 there are two major processes in a CMP query evaluation framework that work in parallel. .8.......................................................................................................................... C.push(ip.obj); 18: else R.push(ip.obj) 19: end if 20: end if 21: while U not empty do 22: Entry id = U.pop 23: P= getTrajectoryData(id) 24: if P satisifes Q then R.push(id) ............................ .......... ..... .......................... ..........................^ We continuously compare the best lower bound in LBT and the best numerical score ,uj in AST. (these are the first rows in both tables). If the best lower bound in LBT is larger than the best numerical score ,uj in AST (for maximizing scores it is the opposite) and the corresponding object in LBT covers all predicates in Q, then for this moving object, the raw trajectory data is loaded, ,uj is computed, and placed inside the AST. The algorithm stops when the best lower bound uj.1 in LBT is bigger than the best numerical score ,uj in AST.
For the second phase (reevaluation) of the algorithm (Algorithm 4) we keep both tables -the LBT, AST, and the vicinity discovered so far for each numerical predicate Qi C CNP in Q. Assume that the last query reevaluation was at timestamp tprev, and the current time-stamp is t1o,. Using the partitioning of the index space shown on Figure 5 AST.LoadlntoAST(P); NU -GetNegUpdate(SA, Ti) 5: while NU not empty do 6: Entry ip= NU.pop 7: DeleteFromLBT(ip, i); 8: end if 9: end while 10: while PU not empty do 11: Entry ip= PU.pop 12: InsertlntoLBT(ip, i); 13: end if 14: end while 15: end for 16 average number of index nodes and data pages accessed for different number of predicates. A data set with size 100,000 objects was used. Clearly the continuous phase is much faster than the initial phase. As expected, the number of index points accessed in both the initial and continuous phases increases with the number of the query predicates because of the increased total search area. The number of data pages accessed decreases linearly as the number of predicates increases. With the increase in the number of predicates it becomes less likely to find objects which satisfy all predicates; thus there is a smaller number of candidates which must be evaluated using the raw trajectory data. 2) Performance vs. Data set Size: We next evaluate the performance scale-up for various data set sizes. We use queries with five range predicates. Figure 13 shows the results for four different data sets (the size is given in thousands). Again the continuous phase is an order magnitude faster than the initial one. As expected, the average number of node accesses per query increases as the data set size increases. This is because the density in the index space is increased, and the total number of points inside the query regions also grows. The number of objects in the result set also increases, and this causes the increase of the data I/Os needed for the verification step. Nevertheless, the number of index points and data pages accessed during the reevaluation step is much smaller than the same number in the initial phase. This is due to the incremental evaluation, and because during the reevaluation we access only partitions 1 and 2 (see Figure 5 ). Given the small reevaluation period these partitions have relatively small area, and therefore generate limited number of index points.
C. Numerical Predicates 1) Performance vs. Number and Type ofPredicates: For the nearest neighbor queries we generate two query sets, namely: (i) a RandomPattern set where the location of the query predicate and its time interval are chosen in random, and, (ii) a RelevantPattern set which is generated using existing object trajectories, that are slightly skewed in space as compared with the original. The results for both data sets are shown on Figure  14 . We first discuss the node access pattern Our incremental algorithm is expected to work best when the spatial stream contains object trajectories that are very similar to the query definition (RelevantPattern). This enables fast pruning because the algorithm quickly finds an object which covers all numerical predicates. Then its numerical score is used for pruning the other objects. For the RandomPattern set as the number of predicates increases the probability that a given object matches closely the query predicate decreases dramatically. As a result, the discovered areas for each predicate need to grow large until an object which satisfies all predicates is found. This results in a large number of index points which have to be retrieved. For the data page access the behavior of the algorithms in the initial and continuous phase is similar. This is because few candidate trajectories have been discovered by the end of the initial phase resulting in a limited number of verification steps. As with the binary predicates the continuous phase is faster. 2) Performance vs. Data set Size: To test the scalability of the numerical predicate algorithm we use the same data set sizes (given in thousands moving objects) used in the scaleup test for the binary predicates. The results are shown in Figure 15 . As it can be seen for the RandomPattern data set the average number of node accesses per query starts growing very fast with the increase of the data set size compared with the growth in the RelevantPattern query set. This is because in the RelevantPattern the algorithm discovers the candidate objects very fast, and the vicinity of the numerical predicates is thus relatively small. As a result, the search for positive and negative updates during the continuous phase reaches only a limited number of index points. As for the data pages, in the initial phase for both query sets there is an increase in the Buffer size
